
Astonishing mathematical
invention

A NORTH London inventor has
successfully applied a remarkable
new mathematical technique,
which - when used correctly - is
capable of producing' a prolific har-
vest of national and international
publicity. The inventor, Mr Arnold
Arnold of Cricklewood, went pub-
lic in last week's Guardian, and fea-
tured in both a front page story and
a lengthy inside feature on his new
mathematics. The story did indeed
gain him international publicity.

The Arnold technique relies on
persuading students and journalists
that a smattering of nonsensical al-
gebra and geometry reveals
methods of breaking international
military and diplomatic codes and
the firing sequences for nuclear
weapons. Earlier and prestigious
victims of the Arnold technique
have included the Far East Econo-
mic Review, Computer Weekry and
minor science magazines. Last
week's Guardian story, which
claimed that both international
security codes and NATO's
'nuclear interlocks' were at risk,
was, unhappily; the second time in
two years that the paper's science
editor, Anthony Tucker, has re-
ported Arnold's claims to have
made a mathematical discovery.

A year ago, Arnold Arnold wrote
to the New Statesman claiming that
the Government Communications
Headquarters, GCHQ - which is
responsible for British codes and
cyphers - was taking action
against him to suppress his discove-
ries. He sent us his 'unpublished'
mathematical papers - the same
ones that the Guardian has now re-
ported on. They were nonsense.
Asked to substantiate his claim that
GCHQ was suppressing his work,
Mr Arnold withdrew. He asserted
merely that GCHQ was so
threatened by his discoveries that
they would have to suppress his
work in the future.

No sources were quoted to
support Mr Arnold's claims in last
week's Guardian. Although Mr Ar-
nold claimed that knowledge be-
yond 'present and possibly future
computing ranges' could be
achieved with the aid only of his
special methods and 'any alpha-
numeric programmable calculator',
ie a programmable pocket calcu-
lator, there was no note of the
Guardian scepticism in the news
story.

In fact, the mathematics is non-
sense. Asked this week to explain
the page of algebra which pur-
ported to prove Arnold's critical
theorem, Mr Tucker acknowledged
that he could not explain how any
single line of the 'proof could be
deduced from previous lines.
'You've pointed out aspects' that
... I don't know what it means'.
He agreed that two parts of the
explanation of Arnold's 'discove-
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ries' that he had published actually
only 'proved' that 1=1. But he
maintained that he still believed
that Arnold was right, although he
suggested that the mathematics
could better be explained by an Im-
perial College physics research stu-
dent and Arnold disciple, Mr
Geoffrey Kolbe.

Mr Kolbe told the New
Statesman that he did believe Ar-
nold's claims. Asked to explain how
the proof in the Guardian worked,
he eventually said that 'there seems
to be a step being missed out here,'
but did not have time to identify
the missing steps.

Dr Andrew Hodges, a former
King's College, London, mathe-
matics research fellow who has just
published a detailed and highly ac-
claimed study of the work of the
wartime codebreaking genius, Alan
Turing, said this week that the Ar-
nold 'mathematics' was 'complete
gibberish - there isn't a single
coherent statement in it. The
Guardian's endorsement of this
rubbish is dangerous in that it
discredits serious comment on the
applications of mathematics'.
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